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I'm sorry I e-mailed you first, but I have too much time on my hands and you are my favorite e-mail 

companion, so there it is!  But it's not a contest -- honest.  Congrats to Colleen -- a Running Goddess!  A lesson 

in humility for the rest of us on one level (the wrong one), but just really neat and cool on another (the right 

one).  And hurrah on the couch!  A long search successfully completed!How was Othello and Patrick Stewart?I 

would like the lentil/chestnut roulade recipe (though I/Todd won't get to it this week, so please don't hurry on 

it).  I may even try and make it myself.  Or, I may ask Todd to give it a try.  Or, I may pass it on to one of my 

sisters for Christmas (despite my protestations -- more or less genuine -- that they don't need to go to a lot of 

extra vegetarian trouble for my visits home to Ligonier, one in particular -- Meg -- always does, and would 

probably welcome a sure-fire hit like the roulade...).No need to respond to this today, I'm sure folks are trying 

to get out of the office ASAP.  It was nice hearing your voice  yesterday (though the charge that I am plotting 

to get out of return visits to DC is patently false, as you know very well).  A wonderful Thanksgiving to you and 

Jon and Wren, and I will keep you posted on puppy news as it happens (I talked at length to the breeder last 

night and we pick up Finn this afternoon at 5:00 PM).  By the way, one of the two kibbles they recommend is 

that IAMS one you mentioned.
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